Higher-derivative theories are frequently avoided because of undesirable properties, yet they occur naturally as corrections to general relativity and cosmic strings. We discuss some of their more interesting and disturbing problems, with examples. A natural method of removing all the problems of higher derivatives is reviewed. This method of "perturbative constraints" is required for at least one class of higher-derivative theories -those which are associated with nonlocality.
I. INTRODUCTION Theories with higher derivatives (third derivative or higher in time in the equations of motion, second derivative or higher in the Lagrangian) occur naturally for various reasons in different areas of physics. Quite often the higher-derivative terms are added to a more standard (lower-derivative) theory as a correction. This occurs in general relativity, for instance, where quantum corrections naturally contain higher derivatives of the metric (see, e.g. , Birrell and Davies'), or where nonlinear o models of string theory predict terms of order R and higher (see, e. g., de Alwis ). It occurs in the case of cosmic strings where higher-order corrections, dependent on the "rigidity" of the string, contain higher derivatives, ' and in Dirac s relativistic model of the classical radiating electron. Unlike lower-derivative corrections, however, it is false to assume that adding a higher-derivative correction term with a small coefficient will only perturb the original theory.
The presence of an unconstrained higherderivative term, no matter how small it may naively appear, makes the new theory dramatically different from the original. Unconstrained higher-derivative theories have very distinctive features. As will be shown below, they have more degrees of freedom than lower-derivative theories, and they lack a lower-energy bound. There is nothing mathematically inconsistent with these features, but they make two almost identical-looking theories, one a lowerderivative theory and the other the same theory with a higher-derivative correction added, very different. The lack of a lowest-energy state for the higher-derivative theory is probably the most dramatic change. This always occurs when higher-derivative terms are present (as- suming no degeneracy or constraints), independently of how small their coefficients are. The addition of more degrees of freedom might be physically more accurate, but then it means that the original lower-derivative theory was incomplete and missing (the most interesting) new families of solutions. It is particularly disturbing if there is a progression of higher-order, higher-derivative corrections, each system of which has more and more degrees of freedom, Classically, more degrees of freedom means that more initial data are required to specify motion.
Quantum mechanically this means that, for a particle, x and x now commute since they are freely speci6able, and it becomes possible to measure the position and velocity at the same time. The momentum conjugate to x, m", still does not commute with x; [x,~"] =i A, but m. "&mx.
From the path-integral point of view, the paths which dominate the functional integral are of a different class:
where once they were nowhere differentiable, now they are everywhere once differentiable. Examples of all these types of behavior are presented below. No familiarity with any of the properties of higher-derivative theories is assumed.
There is a large class of theories naturally containing higher derivatives that do not suffer the above problems. Nonlocal theories, where the nonlocality is regulated by a naturally small parameter, have perturbation expansions with higher derivatives. They avoid the above problems because they are constrained systems. They contain im- plicit constraints which keep the number of degrees of freedom constant and maintain a lower-energy bound. Higher-derivative theories that are truncated expansions of a nonloca1 theory also avoid these problems, once the proper constraints are imposed. Any theory for which the higher-derivative terms have been added as small corrections can be treated in the same manner, also avoiding the above problems.
Nonlocality naturally appears in effective theories, valid only in a low-energy limit and derived from a larger theory with some degrees of freedom frozen out. A good example is Wheeler-Feynman electrodynamics only, and r=~x , -x2~. To achieve the same solutions as the original Wheeler-Feynman theory, however, particular constraints must be imposed. Without the constraints, the expansion would have all the problems associated with higher-derivative theories, which are not present in the Wheeler-Feynrnan theory. The effect of the constraints is to throw away "runaway" solutions. This is accomplished by only allowing solutions that can be Taylor expanded in powers of c ' 
grees of freedom and new behavior at every step. In our example above, the problems become manifest when the system is compared to a simple harmonic oscillator (E=O) .These problems cannot be avoided in unconstrained higher-derivative theories, whether oscillating particles, flexing cosmic strings, for E. gravity. The dominant paths are now once dim'erentiable. The exact propagator has also been calculated for this system using modes, as shown in Appendix C.
Another extremely important property of higherderivative theories, both classical and quantum, is the lack of any lower-energy bound. This can be seen most easily through (7 '(g 'p +gy x ), L"=-, 'g(x -y x ) . (40) Qp(xp)= J 2)qe ' [') (43) where yz depends on the expansion order N, and yz y=-0((et0) + ) Hig.her-derivative constraints are obtained by differentiating and substituting as necessary. Solving this system, for finite N, gives the correct solutions of the full infinite system (to the appropriate order), whether classical or quantum, whether via the Lagrangian or Hamiltonian. Solving the system without the perturbative constraints, while describing a well-defined system, does not approximate the full nonlocal system in any sense.
The above nonlocal oscillator is an example of a perfectly well-behaved system that appears sick when expanded naively in a perturbation series. But when expanded properly, with the knowledge that the only contributing solutions are those close to the zeroth-order solutions, the expansion is useful, perturbative, physical, and agrees with the full theory to the appropriate order.
The one important aspect of higher-derivative and nonlocal systems that does not appear in the above example is the appearance of acausal solutions, i.e. , preacceleration types of effects. These appear when the system is coupled to explicitly time-dependent terms. The best known example is Dirac's classical electron. In the case of a nonzero force, the electron experiences a preacceleration on times of the order of r (Refs. 21 and 5}. For a one-dimensional delta-function impulse the equation of motion (23) in the nonrelativistic limit becomes 1X X K5(t) which has the general solution x =c, e' '+cz for tPO with an instantaneous change in x of~across t =0. For
It is important to mention and put to rest a common fallacy that the extra degrees of freedom of higherderivative theories are somehow related to the degrees of freedom frozen out in creating the effective nonlocal theory; for instance, that the higher-derivative degrees of freedom in a cosinic string arise from the lost degrees of freedom of the scalar and gauge fields, or that the higher-derivative degrees of freedom from curvature squared corrections to general relativity arise from the frozen-out massive string modes. The field degrees of freedom frozen out to create the nonlocal effective theory are gone and cannot be regained. The apparent higherderivative degrees of freedom, as in the model above, are artifacts from trying to perturbatively expand a nonlocal theory without the necessary perturbative constraints. This is also particularly relevant in the case of cosmic strings, where negative-energy modes are available in the unconstrained higher-derivative case, yet exact traveling wave solutions along a string in the full field theory have only positive energy.
V. EFFECTS ON GENERAL RELATIVITY, COSMIC STRINGS, AND OTHER THEORIES
Under what circumstances should perturbative constraints be applied? They must always be applied in the case where the theory in question is known to be a truncated expansion (with a small coupling constant) of a nonlocal theory. The nonlocal theory may itself be a low-energy limit of some larger local theory. Specific cases of this are Wheeler-Feynman electrodynamics and cosmic strings (as will be shown below). If the expansion is to be perturbative, then the perturbative constraints are the only means of enforcing it. To verify whether the perturbative expansion itself is appropriate, check the behavior of the zeroth-order approximation (e.g. , a slowly moving electron for which radiation effects are ignored, or a very straight slow cosmic string). If it is appropriate to approximate the system with only the zeroth-order term, then it is appropriate to use higher-order perturbative corrections, and hence the perturbative constraints. This is certainly the case for %heeler-Feynman electrodynamics and cosmic strings without too much curvature (i.e. , no kinks or cusps). Where the zeroth-order approximate theory is inappropriate (e.g. , electrons with speeds near c and intersecting cosmic strings), the perturbative expansion is inappropriate as well. The expansion without perturbative constraints is never appropriate.
Consider the case of cosmic strings. The usual derivation of the string action ' begins with the full gauge theory S = I d x& gX-(P, B"P,A",F"") . (46) Let /=$0(x~), A"= A~(xI') be a field configuration that describes a string and let x"=X" be the location in spacetime of the string. We want to write down an effective action based only on the movement of the string, i.e. , formed only from functions and operators acting on X". First pick a coordinate system such that two coordinates P are in the world sheet of the string and two coordinates p" are Gaussian normal coordinates perpendicular to the world sheet x"=X" ( (') + p "n "",
where y,~(P) is the metric on the world sheet and K"(P) are the traces of the two extrinsic curvatures. We can make an effective, nonlocal theory by integrating out all degrees of freedom off the string world sheet. It is nonlocal because the string has finite thickness, so the energy of a piece of the string propagates not only along the string but also over and around it, but those extra degrees of freedom are now frozen out of the picture. Once we have done this, the lost degrees of freedom cannot be recovered; i.e. , we cannot reconstruct the original system from the effective theory. This effective, nonlocal theory is not usually examined per se, but is itself perturbatively expanded, effectively in powers of the string width multiplied by the extrinsic curvatures S", = -pJ d P -y l+ -K"K"+. . .
p (49)
where p is the string tension, sa is the "rigidity, " etc.
The zeroth-order term is just the Nambu-Goto action. For cosmic strings the perturbative constraints ensure that all higher-order solutions remain close to the solutions of the old, zeroth-order, Nambu-Goto action. Since it has been shown that solutions of the Nambu-Goto action are also solutions when the first-order "rigidity'* corrections are present, the appropriate constraint, for a noninteracting string, is that the original equations of motion remain unchanged. The result is that, for an isolated string, the rigidity term has no effect at all on the motion, independently of the sign of its coefficient T. he first contributing corrections to the Nambu-Goto action must come from higher-order terms, e. g., torsion or derivatives of extrinsic curvature. As in the case of Dirac s theory, however, the rigidity term will certainly play a role once external forces are considered. (q'"') =tiri5Xcoefficient of (p, ",), ((q'"') ) =iirtSXcoefftcient of ((p~"I) 
